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Abstract 
The numerous errors, stored fundamental physics, have stopped its development 
 
The fine site of Oleg Akimov Sceptic-Ratio has inspired me to write this chapter [1].  
Title of this chapter I have borrowed from the like book of John Horgan. Now John 

Horgan heads Center for Science Writings at the Stevens Institute of Technology. Being 
considered the journalist of a world level, he writes not only about science, but also and on 
any other urgent questions exciting society. General sense of his like book that in XX 
century the science was finished also we do not expect the any fundamental discoveries, 
but only engineering processing of elder ideas. 

The latest stagnation in science is not new and unexpected. The history of science has 
gone through set of such periods. The main causes of crisis and stagnation lie in an 
obstinate faith in the approved scientific notions and reluctance to be engaged in criticism of 
these notions. Earlier such of a criticism was simply dangerous (Copernicus, Galilei), and 
now has become impossible. Try to criticize a quantum mechanics or relativity theory, with 
which one admire not only orthodoxes, but also homemaker, them knock home in a head 
majesty of these scientific achievements, though almost nobody knows, in what it consists. 
With deepening of crisis in science the orthodoxes do not search for a routes of a way out of 
the crisis, and invent different fraudful methods for support reputation. For example, 
invention of lasers, computers, the cellular transmissions, usage of energy of atom and 
other assign to a quantum mechanics. In this case, the society should be grateful not to the 
fathers of a quantum mechanics, and scientist-practice, which one with minimum financial 
costs reaches essential practical outcomes. Compare to the theorists, which one after the 
false theories of a quantum mechanics and the relativity theory in general anything new 
have not invented and in last 70 years are engaged elaboration of the crazy imaginations, 
attempting to construct «the theory all» by affiliation of the bulldog with rhinoceros. Instead 
of honestly being recognized: «we can not construct the theory of particles and ground of 
this theory to calculate a spectrum of weights, half-life, the channels of decay and other 
properties of fundamental particles» the theorists use naivety of the chiefs of the states and 
tax bearers to extort maximal money for the imaginations. About a micro cosmos such vast 
experimental stuff is accumulated, that it is a shame to appeal ask money to new colliders, 
it is necessary to sit down table and to interpret stored. For «endorsement» of scientific 
successes, the orthodoxes have elaborated the whole set of methods borrowed for the 
weavers from a fairy tale about the bare king:  

1. Chart of Feynman, 
2. Perfect vacuum and virtual particles, 
3. Renormalization and regularization, 
4. Fine structure constant, 
5. Perturbation theory and radiation corrections.  
6. Decomposing «on small parameter». 
All these methods are intended for pertly of adjustment under the answer or that it 

would be desirable to receive. To be not unfounded, I shall result in some examples. As is 
known, the magnetic moment of a charged particle is connected to its mechanical moment 
and is conditioned by rotation of a particle. Now simple problem: how it is possible to 
consider a magnetic moment of an electron, if we do not know, with what speed it is 
gyrated also what its radius of gyration? Nevertheless, the orthodoxes «receive» value of an 
abnormal magnetic moment of an electron with accuracy 15 signs and are proud of this 
cheating. The orthodoxes everywhere praise highly exclusive accuracy of a general theory 
of relativity and revile a law of universal gravitation of Newton. But ask for them: and what 
curvature of space in a solar System and how it varies for each planet and satellites? This 
problem remains without the answer; though without such answer it is impossible calculate 
any orbit. Ask for orthodoxes: how they contrive to receive from a Schrödinger equations 
«exact» outcomes, though a potential well, in which one there are electrons in atom, has 
not anywhere not vertical walls, therefore formation of standing waves anywhere is 



 

impossible? Ask for Heisenberg: for what he play foul, by exchanging in expression for an 
angular momentum the radius of gyration on some spacing interval «x» and by that, by 
keeping dimension of an angular momentum same, has distorted completely physical sense 
of this expression? And what has made Pauli? He has invented a principle of exception, 
which one urges orthodox fermions to have miscellaneous condition. Thereby system of 
fermions as a whole will take a condition with the greatest possible entropy and any natural 
processes in this system will become impossible. All these facts speak, that the theorists not 
only vainly receive the salary, but also claim for criminal prosecution for fraud. I do not 
speak about uncountable examples of an ignoring of appearing inconsistencies, juggling and 
going fraud. For a long time it is time this gang to disperse, and all system of science 
considerably to reform, differently science will be long to be tramped in place, though the 
life urges awakely to act, as all new threats to mankind propagate and progressively 
increase.  

Now we attempt to find out the causes of the next stagnation in science. The main cause, 
certainly, that the orthodoxes have omitted the Iron Curtain, through which one can not 
with the party penetrate critic, new ideas, though critic is vitally indispensable, first of all, 
them. Besides the internal rules, tradition and policy of orthodox science are similar to a 
totalitarian regime. In modern science the authorities have the same value, as the thieves 
in the law in a criminal community. The system of opening-up of young scientific staff 
eliminates a development of talents, everyone owe play along deliriums of the scientific 
chief. Each of them the first half of life - slave for the scientific chief, and second half of life 
(when the chief will die) - slave holder, exploiting young talents. 

Error of Newton. 
To not take time for listing of defects of modern science, it is more useful to be switch 

those series concrete errors, which one have resulted, in the final accounting, in full 
discrediting of this area of human activity. At once it is possible to show by the pin on great 
Newton, which one by the first law has transferred an arrow of a development trend of 
science to a new route. The change of a course has taken place quietly and is inconspicuous 
for everything, then the locomotive of sciences hurrying in country of True, has gone to 
country of Nonsense. Nobody has found time carefully to analyze the first Newton's law. At 
such analysis a bit later becomes clear, that all free bodies move on a screw line, and the 
first law is applicable not to the body, and to a mathematical fiction: axes of a screw 
trajectory. At once there is clear a physical nature of wave-corpuscle dualism and all 
outcomes of a quantum mechanics and many more easily to be received by a classic way. 
Bring to light inanity of a principle of uncertainty of Heisenberg, as customary record of an 
angular momentum and many other things is clarified. Thus, any «wave» properties for 
micro particles no and all gamble in this causing are necessary for sawing by a razor 
Okkama. The further analysis of the causes of screw motion results in a conclusion about 
originating of a gravidynamic field at motion of gravitational charges, is similar, how there is 
a magnetic field at motion of electric charges. From these positions of Newton it is possible 
to consider as the godparent father by greatest lie under a title «quantum mechanics». Here 
I shall not criticize this false science, such of a critic is scattered under the monograph. I 
shall point only one infamous puncture of orthodoxes as a result of which one they sit down 
in such dirty pool what to be washed there is no capability. When the Schrödinger has 
composed the equation, the theorists have take out from the sleeve of a trump ace and 
solemnly have annunciated: look - quantum mechanics results precisely in the same 
equations for radius of atom of hydrogen, electron-binding energy and energy levels it, as 
well as the simple theory of Bohr, affirmed experimentally, so a quantum mechanics - valid 
theory! However orthodoxes do not perceive, that the formulas, obtained by them, and 
schemes of levels are suitable only for the description of rydberg atoms, which one can be 
received in very specific laboratory conditions of cryogenic temperatures, high vacuum and 
irradiation of atoms by lasers with a tunability frequency ensuring multiphoton absorption. 
In the nature rydberg atoms do not meet. It is possible to suspect their brief existence in 
some rarefied space clouds, but such supposition does not braves of good critics. Thus, 
passion desire of the adherents of a quantum mechanics to adapt the theory with an 
experimental data has rendered them disservice. 

Error of Galilei. 
The statement about that it is impossible to define, sitting inside a closed cabin of the 

ship, it is gone or reposes are erratic. Roll a pendulum hanged to a ceiling of a cabin, and 



 

you with surprise will find out, that the plane of swinging of a pendulum slowly is turned, 
attempting to keep the direction at rotation of the Earth. Besides your pendulum will react 
to a position of the Sun and moon concerning the ship pursuant to affluxes, provoke by 
them. As the motion of all free bodies on a screw trajectory is absolute motion, «all-
inertial» reference systems basically does not exist, therefore, Galilei has proclaimed a false 
principle relativity of mechanical motions and automatically there was the godparent father 
second by greatest lie - to a Einstein's relativity theory. Large lack of science is that comes 
up too much wishing there to leave a footprint, any new idea as soon as is proclaimed. 
Horde conceptually of hungry theorists is pounced on this idea and in a short time leads up 
it to perfect nonsense. The Einstein both company perverts of space and time have given 
freedom to the theoretic maniacs to scoff at these concepts, as soon as it is possible. Let's 
take, for an example, «customary» space-time a la of a relativity theory. Apparently, that in 
three-dimensional space through any point it is possible to up build infinite set of planes, 
and the time axis should be perpendicular by each of these planes. Therefore hybrid from 
space and time is impossible. Anybody till now not can to demonstrate, whether space can 
have more than three measurements and as - or to be deformed, therefore all reasoning on 
the multidimensional spaces, «mole's burrows» and other nonsense invoke desire to place 
the similar ecclesiasts in medical institution. Quant mania, strike of orthodoxes, occasionally 
receives the completely misshapen forms. For example, orthodoxes, similarly to the children 
play with bricks, cook up from fundamental constants expression having dimension of 
length («Planck length») by value, order 10-33 cm and, thus, «quantized» space. If along 
this fancy length to let a light beam, it will overcome it for definite time, therefore and time 
will appear «quantized». Quantize gravitation, while, the mind does not suffice, but, 
allowing improved orthodox methods of rape of physics, this «theory» long it is not 
necessary to wait. 

Error of Maxwell. 
One more faulty direction in science - unifying theories, here again Maxwell has blossom 

out to get science in dock. By united electrical and magnetic phenomena in the 
electromagnetic theory, the Maxwell has made a first step, behind which one not only begin 
to walk, and have run, at a breakneck speed, to integrate ball of wax. Against the theory of 
the Maxwell speak the following facts. 1. Absence of ether in any form in a blank space of 
the Universe. The suppositions of the theorists about existence of an ether (for each of 
them the native ether not similar on remaining) is necessary falters about an internal 
inconsistency and inconsistency with the observed facts. If really there was objective ether 
(naturally, only of one kind), it would not be required create of an ethereal zoological 
garden. 2. On the other hand, the free motion of a charged particle creates in ambient 
space variable magnetic and electrical field, but any electromagnetic radiation we is not 
observed, though the ultrarays should create such radiation of considerable intensity. 
«Electromagnetic radiation» we are observed only at negative acceleration of electric 
charges. In this connection applications of orthodoxes are false, that the classic model of 
epicyclic atom is impossible because of fast energy loss at the expense of radiation. I have 
demonstrated that on a circular orbit in general there no any acceleration of an electron. Is 
received, that the orthodoxes deceive themselves, since being not confused at all, reason 
on a spin-orbit interaction, for example. The details can be found out from chapter 11.5.1 of 
my monograph. Here it is important to understand, that any «the theory all» is a fiction 
contradicting to fundamental laws of nature. The uncontrollable tendency to misery-
theorists to creation of such theory is easy for understanding, since in it is possible to set up 
any delirium, which one to test in essence is impossible.  

Error of Mitchell and Laplace. 
These scientific at the end of XVII centuries have described formation of superdense 

objects, which one do not let out even light from the gravitational embraces. The similar 
objects now call as black holes. Naturally, that the theorists were found, which one are 
successfully fed on these holes led by Stephen W. Hawking. It is understandable, that the 
initial notions of Mitchell and Laplace have distorted up to unrecognizability and the 
comprehensions of a phenomenon and have not reached. Hawking come to even up to the 
statement, that the black holes «have not a hair», i.e. they same bald, as the majority of 
the orthodox theorists. Unfortunately, Mitchell and Laplace the notion about the device of 
atom nuclei had not and did not know what to tighten material up to supernuclear density it 
is impossible, as it is impossible nucleons to squeeze each other. But to the even greater 



 

regret it is necessary to state, that about it the and modern theorists of black holes notions 
have not.  

Cosmological delirium. 
Mitchell and Laplace could prematurely die of envy, if they have acquainted with head-

achievement of the modern theorists - «singularity» having the zero size and infinite 
density. The men of science consider that the singularities live inside each black hole, and 
the queen of singularities has initiates for the Universe at Bing Bang. Why should be blasted 
out that owes collapse - silence. The answer no and on a problem, why the Universe should 
have a beginning, and the end to it provides a law of universal gravitation. This answer no 
on that to the simple cause, that of physics have stopped up of companies to the 
philosophers, differently we have learned, that alternative infinite in time to oscillations of 
the Universe does not exist. Besides it always same, since the collapse can not tighten itless 
sizes of a body with nuclear density in radius, approximately, equal orbit of Mars, and the 
Big Bang can not scatter debris of the Universe on infinite radius, since the Universe as a 
whole always represents a black hole with density, approximately, in 6 times more critical. 

Further to analyze crazy ideas and errors of modern science it is not meaningful. If we 
want, that the science should be prolonged, we owe up to the basis to shatter an 
infrastructure of modern science and to upbuild all anew on the modern democratic basis. 
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